
 

 Listening comprehension(8mks) 
1. Listen and choose the correct alternative: (1 mark)  

The writer is trying through this text to:   

a-- persuade tourists to stay in Cyprus.  

b-- recommend Cyprus as a perfect tourist destination.  

c-- complain about the horrible services in Cyprus.  

 

2. These statements are False. Correct with details from the listening passage: (2 mks)  

 

1. Only apartments are available for tourists in Cyprus.  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

2. All tourist attractions are gathered in the same place.  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3. Listen and complete the missing words :(2 mks)  
 

All the nature lovers can conveniently enjoy the scenic and outstanding _ _ _ __ _ _   of Cyprus 

by walking on the outstanding trails in the m _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.  

 

 

 

4. Only four among the following leisure activities are mentioned in the passage- Circle 

them: (2 marks)  

windsurfing   surfing   diving   Paragliding  

 canoeing   swimming   snowboarding   skateboarding  
 

 

5)Listen and find out the words according to their phonetic transcriptions 

/ɪ nˈdʒ ɔ ɪ /:-------------  

/ˈski ɪ̍ ŋ/:------------- 
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Language(12 mks) 
 

 

1-Fill in the blanks with 8 words from the list: (4mks)  

whatever- can -variety-offers-accommodation-less-most as -

actually-booked 

 

 

 

The Edinburgh Festival is hugely popular with tourists.It is …………………………………. an 

umbrella term for a group of independently organized festivals,which together bring you a 

spectacular variety of events to choose from.The Edinburgh International Book 

Festival……………………… talks,readings ……………………well as discussions,musical 

events and numerous children’s activities.Tickets need to be …………………. well in advance 

as………………………………………. isn’t easy to find in Edinburgh during 

thefestival.Edinburgh is a compact city with good public transport,so you ………………..still 

stay a few miles out and make the 

………………………. of the Festival, ……………………….. time of day or night you choose 

to experience it. 

 

 

3) Circle the right alternative: (4 marks) 

 If your booking has been confirmed there will be a binding contract between you and the holiday 

trader that you booked with. If the arrangements are( then-than-this) changed and the changes 

are( significant- significantly- significance), you can either accept the change or cancel the 

holiday and ask(at-to- for )a refund. You may also be entitled to claim compensation for any loss 

you may have suffered as a result of cancelling the holiday, for example( disappoint –

disappointment- disappointed)or inconvenience. If you accept the change either ‘under 

protest’(neither-and- or) because you have little choice, you may still be able to claim 

compensation. If you do not accept the change you can cancel the holiday, but will only be 

entitled to compensation if the change means you would( be-is-been) worse off. If the change to 

your holiday arrangements is not significant, you will not be able to cancel the holiday, but you 

may be able to claim compensation because the holiday trader has (broken- broke –breaking) one 

of the terms of your contract.Some contract terms can be (unfair-fairly-fair) to the customer. 

Examples of this include contract terms written in such a way that you cannot understand them, 

or terms which take away your legal rights. 

 

 

2) Put the bracket words in the right form :(4pts)  

Upon entering Qatar, it will be impossible for the visitors to feel alienated. The generosity and  



( hospitable ) ………………………..of the Qataris can be (feel ) 

………………………everywhere. This atmosphere is a (reflect ) 

………………………………..of their strong bend to their homeland, their traditions and their 

culture, which (pass ) ……………………………down from century to century. Qatar itself is 

surrounded by white (sand )………………………………beaches that stretch along its more than 

650Km of (beauty)…………………………..coastline, while the azure blue waters offshore are 

filled with all variety of marine life. In land, there are hypnotizing (gold)  

……………………………sand dunes that have acted as (inspire) 

………………………………for poets over the years. 

 

  

                                                                                                                         GOOD WORK   
 

Cyprus is a great island that attracts families looking to stay in holiday villas or self catering 

holiday apartments. People love to spend their vacation at this travel destination with their family 

and friends in order to have a time of complete joy and excitement.  

The best part about Cyprus is that its tourist attractions are well located and distributed all around 

the beautiful island. All the nature lovers can conveniently enjoy the scenic and outstanding 

beauty of Cyprus by walking on the outstanding trails in the Mountains. The first thing that the 

travelers will surely love in Cyprus is snowboarding and skiing. Cyprus is soon becoming the 

established destination for exciting winter sports. Skiing is a great way to spend your time in the 

beautiful natural landscapes of Cyprus along with enjoying your favorite activity.  

Watersports is another thing that can keep you busy while holidaying in Cyprus. Opportunities 

about this island for the lovers of activities like swimming, paragliding and windsurfing. 


